14 Reasons why DC Coaters should be added to your RFQ list.
1. We’ve got History! We have a 20-year track record of being a trusted extension of our
customers’ operations.
2.

Are all your eggs in one basket? In this day of “just-n-time” delivery requirements, are you
comfortable with having only one e-coat supplier? After the tsunami and nuclear reactor disasters in
Japan, some automotive companies discovered the error of having only one global supplier for critical
components. Why not farm a portion out to DC Coaters and relax as we will have you covered?

3.

We’ll exceed your specifications. Our 8 stage Zinc Phosphate pretreatment system and
PPG Seventh Generation, environmentally-friendly e-coat paint make up our "state of the art" coating
process which exceeds all known automotive specifications. (View the 153 Automotive Certification
Codes we’ve encountered here https://www.dccoaters.com/?page_id=23)

4.

Bar codes! Our bar code label capability means that after we apply a top quality coating to your
parts, we will package them and label them just the way your customer wants and ship them on to
your customer in the same way you would do it yourselves. We ship to Mexico every day. Many of
our customers make the parts, send them to us and never see them again.

5.

Sweet dreams. You can sleep better at night when DC Coaters becomes an extension of your
company’s manufacturing facilities.

6.

Quality certified. You know the quality program is solid because we are ISO:9001:2008 Certified.
We strive for continuous improvement throughout our entire operation. View our certificate here

https://www.dccoaters.com/?page_id=19
7.

What comes in will go out. Our automated lot control technology will take good care of your
inventory. View our video here https://www.dccoaters.com/?page_id=27

8.

Plenty of capacity! We are currently coating 40 million parts per year and that is on just one
shift. We have plenty of room for your parts.

9.

Two lines = fast turnaround! Our compact e-coat system and our standard e-coat system
with part windows of 18 x 24 x 60 and 30 x 34 x 60 inches respectively, are capable of processing a
wide range of components.

10.

Backup capability. DC Coaters offers backup capability with two "state of the art" E-Coat
systems.

11.

We’re Lean! "Lean Manufacturing" techniques optimize productivity and quality. Everything we do
is focused on what constitutes value to you, our customer.

12.

Distance is not a problem. Often potential customers think “You’re too far away” since their
current supplier is near. Distance is a non-issue. Over our 20 years in business we have developed
customers in 8 states that trust their parts to no one else.

13.

Worried about PPAPs? DCC has professional experts at pPg and Henkel Technologies to help

with PPAP documentation for a seamlessly smooth transition. DCC also has all our own testing and
documentation to satisfy all PPAP requirements. PPAPs are WORRY FREE!
14. Lightning-fast quotes. No, we’re not “super human”, however, we do make a huge effort to get
your quotes back to you. We get this type of comment frequently, “I wanted to let you know that I
have been extremely impressed with DC Coaters. The response time was much faster than I
anticipated”.

